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LUXURIOUS ACCOMMODATION AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL, BODRUM 

Built into a hillside at “Cennet Koyu” (Paradise Bay), Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum boasts 

127 guest rooms each with its own sun-deck, terrace or balcony, many with private gardens 

and infinity-edged pools. The resort comprises 59 luxurious rooms, 25 suites, 23 lifestyle 

apartments, 14 residential apartments, 6 villas, each among the largest in the Bodrum 

Peninsula. 

International designer Antonio Citterio has created all the rooms in an elegant, contemporary 

style, taking full advantage of the resort’s outstanding vistas and providing the absolute 

feeling of being at one with nature. Design elements have been influenced by the Group’s 

oriental heritage as well as local cultural ancestry, allied to Mandarin Oriental’s renowned 

attention to detail. Brushed-surfaced furnishings in teak and dark wood are detailed with natural 

stone from a local quarry – natural colours in neutral tones – while the stone walls have a 

grooved texture finish. Bespoke headboards come in hand-woven leather with discreet built-in 

nightlights; soft furnishings are in a soothing beige colour palette with the accent on luxury 

and sleek design. Bathrooms overlooking the sea or garden have deep-soaking tubs, twin 

vanity units with handmade porcelain bowls in an oriental turquoise glaze and powerful 

walk-in steam showers. Floor-to-ceiling windows along with a large skylight, plants or an inner 

courtyard, lend a garden atmosphere to the rooms while outdoor terraces – some with private 

plunge pools or balconies – marry an indoor and outdoor feel. The overall character of the 

interiors instils a comfortable resort mood with an understated elegance that reflects warmth 

and luxury. 

Luxurious appointments are standard in all guest rooms, from statement pieces of furniture 

accentuating noble materials in neutral tones, to sumptuous Turkish rugs. Attention to detail 

is paramount: handy valet closets allow guests to use the laundry and delivery services without  
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being disrupted; beds come with 480 thread count sateen cotton sheets, luxury duvets, 

and hypoallergenic feather duvets and pillows; while designer bathroom products are by 

Shanghai Tang. All rooms incorporate the group’s guest-centered technology and entertainment 

systems, with interactive systems including high-speed wireless internet access, surround-sound 

systems, high-definition Bang & Olufsen TVs and Bowers & Wilkins docking stations. 

Xboxes are available upon request. 

Room categories include Garden View and Sea View Rooms from 72 sq m, the largest size of 

their category in the region. Each offers a choice of king or twin beds, a comfortable sofa and a 

large working desk in addition to the separate bathrooms with large tubs, twin vanity units and 

powerful walk-in showers. Each room also enjoys an outdoor terrace complete with sun beds and 

dining area or a balcony.   

Luxury also prevails in well-appointed suites and extravagant  villas. Eleven 94sq m king-bedded 

Mandarin Junior Suites are flooded with light and adorned with outdoor plunge pools and 

showers located on their private terraces. Nine 115sq m decadent Sea View Suites with Private 

Pool feature a large master bedroom with king bed, a small kitchenette, living room and separate 

guest toilet while five 145sq m Mediterranean Suites are granted ample space for a master 

bedroom with king bed, kitchenette, living area, powder room and bathroom.  

The 540sq m two-storey Mandarin Villa offers four bedrooms featuring a choice of king or twin 

beds and a maid room along with five bathrooms in addition to a fully equipped kitchen, steam 

room, sauna and private fitness room. The inner courtyard instills a garden-inspired atmosphere 

and indoor and outdoor dining tables provide a choice of occasional seating. The outdoor terrace  
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features a private pool, shower, sun beds and a hammock ideal for relaxing on endless summer 

days. The Oriental  Villa measures an impressive 640sq m. and covers an extensive space 

including four bedrooms, a maid room, six bathrooms, an indoor dining room for up to ten 

people, along with an outdoor dining area for six, and a fully equipped kitchen, making it the 

perfect place to entertain friends in an intimate setting. The leisurely facilities extend to a fitness 

room, sauna and steam room as well as a private pool, shower, sun beds and a hammock to enjoy 

the simple pleasure of the Turkish lifestyle. 

Mandarin Oriental, Bodrum’s stylishly-designed serviced-apartments are exclusive to the 

Peninsula and are ideal for guests heading for a long stay with family or friends. The apartments 

enjoy idyllic views stretching over the resort and the Aegean Sea, or the peaceful, lush greenery 

of the surrounding ancient olive groves and pine forest. The Pine View category of apartments 

are adorned with a chic, contemporary style with wood floors and light-coloured walls, having 

one to three bedrooms with king and twin beds, a small kitchenette and living area with dining 

table as well as a balcony or terrace and a large marble bathroom complete with walk-in shower 

and chic vanity unit. 15 beautiful apartments in the Panoramic View category offer one to three 

master bedrooms, a living room, a kitchenette and either balcony or outdoor terrace. Guests have 

the use of standard furnishing including a working desk, dining table and a selection of seating, 

and enjoy a spacious bathroom with a relaxing spa-like feel. The Duplex Apartment caters to 

those guests who look for a little more space, with four bedrooms and accompanying bathrooms 

boasting walk-in showers, a large bath and sleek vanity units. The contemporary design sets a 

Mediterranean tone and a peaceful ambience featuring a kitchenette, living room with dining 

table for up to six guests and an outside terrace with a private pool, dining area and shower. 
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As stylish as it is spacious, the beautifully appointed accommodation, complemented by 

Mandarin Oriental’s unparalleled service and renowned attention to detail, offers guests the 

perfect surroundings in which to relax and unwind. 
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